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PEEP and the Big Wide World is an Emmy Award-winning animated series 
that gives wings to the innovative idea of teaching science to preschoolers. 
Narrated by award-winning comedienne Joan Cusack, with a theme song 
performed by Taj Mahal, PEEP is a funny, engaging series that celebrates 
being curious, being adventurous, and being a duck. (Well, that’s how one 
of the characters sees it, anyway!)

Young viewers join Peep, a newly-hatched chicken, Chirp, a smart and 
sassy robin, and an endearingly egotistical duck named Quack on all their 
wide-eyed adventures—from discovering shadows, to investigating mysteri-
ous tracks, to learning about gravity (sometimes the hard way)! The series 
is set in and around a pond, a bush, and a tin can, where Peep, Chirp, and 
Quack live and where they return from their adventures when the day is 
done. Surrounding them is a large urban park—a place of great wonder and 
mystery, a place they are forever eager to explore, a place they call “the big 
wide world.”

Beneath all the fun and simple charm of the series is a comprehen-
sive science program—but don’t tell that to PEEP’s 3- to 5-year-old viewers! 
The series uses wry and distinctive visual humor, entertaining plot lines, 
and lovable characters to engage viewers in a way that allows them to learn 
about science without even realizing it. Each half-hour episode contains two 
animated PEEP stories that highlight specific science concepts and two, live-
action shorts that present real kids playing and experimenting with these 
same concepts in their own “big wide worlds.”

“PEEP is a wonderful vehicle for fostering early science exploration and 
understanding; it presents science in a way that tickles the fancy and funny 
bones of our young preschool audience,” says executive producer, Kate 
Taylor.
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Produced by WGBH and 9 Story Entertainment in association with
TVOntario and Discovery Kids.
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